
APPROACH ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
SUBSTRUCTURE ITEMS

c1. Approach Wearing Surface (EA)

c2. Approach Slabs (SF)

c3. Relief Joint (LF)

c4. Embankment (EA) d

c5. Guardrail (EA)

N36. Safety Features:
Tr, Gr, Tm

c6. Approach Summary

2 0 2 2.00

168 1.00168

4 1 2.5003

1 1.0001

36)B 36)C 36)D
6(9-0)

QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c33. Abutment Walls (LF)

c34. Abutment Caps (LF)

c35. Abut. Columns/Bents (EA)

c36. Pier Walls (LF)

c37. Pier Caps (LF)

170.33 0 3289 170.
33

3.00

170.33 0

0.00 0

1022.00 2.001022.
00

0

1022.00 2.001022.
00

0

c38. Pier Columns/Bents (EA)

c39. Backwalls (LF)

c40. Wingwalls (EA)

c42. Scour (EA) d

40.0 0 40.0 0 2.00

170.33 2.00170.
33

0

0.00 60 3.000.000

14 2.00140

c43. Slope Protection (EA) d 0.00 0.000

N60. Substructure Summary (9-0) 5

DECK ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c7.1 Floor/Slab (SF) 226203.55 2177

03.6
7500 1000 1.12

c8. Wearing Surface (SF) 191232 0 1912
32

0 0 2.00

c9. Curb/Sidewalk/Walkway (LF) 5312.00 0 5312.
00

2.00

c10. Median (LF) 675 635 40 0 1.09

c11. Railing (LF) 5312 5312 0 1.00

N36. Safety Features: Rail

c12. Drainage (EA) d 0.00 0 0.00 2 3.00

c13. Expansion Joint (LF) d 0.00 0 0.00 40 3.00

N58. Deck Summary

SUPERSTRUCTURE ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c14. Alignment (EA) d 13 13 1.00

c15.1 Beams/Girders (LF) 1200 1000 200 1.23

c16. Diaphragm/X-Frames (EA) 0.00 0

c17. Stringers (LF) 10638 1063
8

0 1.00

c18. Floorbeams (LF) 37468 3626
6

1000 200 2 1.13

c19. Truss Verticals (EA) 50 50 0 1.00

c20. Truss Diagonals (EA) 48 0 1.00

c21. Truss Upper Chord (EA) 48 1.00

c22. Truss Lower Chord (EA) 48 36 12 1.33

c23. Truss Gusset Plate (EA) d 104 102 2 0 1.03

c24. Lateral Bracing (EA) 36 0 36 2.00

c25. Sway Bracing (EA) 28 28 0.00 1.00

c26. Bearing Devices (EA) d 4 0 4 2.00

c27. Arch (LF) 5558 5358 0.00 200 1.50

c28. Arch Column/Hanger (EA) 1118 1068 50.0 1.07

c29. Arch Spandrel Walls (LF)

c30. Prot. Coating System (LF) d 14469 1286
9

1200 400 1.49

c31. Pins/Hangers/Hinges (EA) d 30 30 1.00

c32. Fatigue (LF) d 0.00 0 0.00

N59. Superstructure Summary

CULVERT ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c44. General (LF)

c45. Alignment (LF) d

c46. Shape (LF) d

c47. Seams (LF) d

c48. Headwall/Endwall (LF)

c49. Scour (LF) d

c50. Abutments (LF)

N62. Culvert Summary

CHANNEL ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c51. Alignment (LF) d 200.00 200 .0 2.00

c52. Protection (LF) d 200.00 200.
00

2.00

c53. Hydraulic Opening (EA) d 1 1 1.00

c54. Navigation Lights (EA) d 0.00 0 6 2.00

N61. Channel Summary

SIGN/UTILITY ITEMS
QTY. 1 2 3 4

condition state cr

TR
c55. Signs (EA) d 0.00 0 0.00 1 3.00

c56. Sign Supports (EA) d 4 4 0.00 1.00

c57. Utilities (LF) d 12000.00 0 1200
0.00

0.00 2.00

General Appraisal

N41. Operating Status A

36)A

6(9-0)

(9-0) 5

(9-0) N

(9-0) 6

(9-0) 5

Key: "Qty" = Quantity for Element Level inspection; "(LF)" = Linear Feet; "(SF)" = Square Feet; "(EA)" = Each or count; "CR" = 1-4 Condition Rating or average of worst span unless Summary item 9-0, then the
average of entire bridge influenced by the bold boxes;  "TR" = Transition Rating or weighted average of condition states; "d" = dedicated or specific chart and guidance, all others use Material specific chart/guidance;
"c" = condition prefix; "N" = NBIS rating

Inspector Name

Inspection Date/Type

Reviewer Name

Review Date

PE Number

Vermes, William

12/23/2015

Vermes, William

02/15/2016

53391

Routine

PE Number 53391

48

48

N 1 0

1

c15.2 Slab (SF)

c7.2 Edge of Floor/Slab (LF) 5312 5312 0 1.00
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N59. Superstructure Summary

Key: "Qty" = Quantity for Element Level inspection; "(LF)" = Linear Feet; "(SF)" = Square Feet; "(EA)" = Each or count; "CR" = 1-4 Condition Rating or average of worst span unless Summary item 9-0, then the
average of entire bridge influenced by the bold boxes;  "TR" = Transition Rating or weighted average of condition states; "d" = dedicated or specific chart and guidance, all others use Material specific chart/guidance;
"c" = condition prefix; "N" = NBIS rating

Comments

Inspection Procedures

APPROACH

c1. Approach Wearing Surface

This bridge lacks conventional approach slabs so the asphalt area the width of the
tunnels and extending 30’ beyond the tunnel bulkhead was rated. Though the
approach tunnels on the west end of the bridge diverge to the south, only the
approach surfaces on the main route US 6 were considered in the rating of this item.
These regions lie just west of the intersection with West 28th and east of the
intersection with West Huron Road. Overall, these areas are in fair condition with
some cracking and isolated patched areas.

c4. Embankment

The SE embankment has been shored at its interface with the parking lot below
where some erosion has occurred. No settlement along the south wall of the East
Station is present.

At the NE embankment, where the bridge shares the embankment with the old
Superior Viaduct there are some sink holes possibly due to a faulty water or sewer
line below.  These sinkholes do not affect the performance of the embankment.

The NW embankment is the County bridge garage parking lot and in good condition.

The SW embankment adjacent to the abandoned Riverbed Road is experiencing
slope movement and is being monitored.  This failure has led to the movement and
cracks of the south west approach wingwall between Tower A and Tower B.

c5. Guardrail

For approach guardrail, only the portion at the SE end of the bridge adjacent to the
parking lot was considered. The guardrail is composed of a concrete parapet topped
with an aluminum picket. The guardrail is in good condition with only very minor
shrinkage cracks noted. (Note median impact attenuator is rated with the median)

DECK

c7.1 Floor/Slab

This item includes the floor slab of the Detroit Avenue Tunnel, the West 25th Street
Tunnel, the West Station, Upper deck floor in Spans 1A, 1B and 1 through 13, and
the East Station.  The top of floor is covered by wearing surface, curb, walk, or
railing, thus this rating is governed primarily by the underside inspection.

A structural floor slab was placed on top of the Detroit Avenue Tunnel during the
1995-97 rehabilitation, and is considered to be in CS 1.

West 25th Street Tunnel: One location of exposed bottom mat rebar, say CS 3, 100
SF.

The West Station floor slab has areas of CS 2 and CS 3 primarily beneath the south
curb line and along deficient floor joints.  CS 2 - 7342 SF, CS 3 - 832 SF.  Top of
West Station slab was extensively patch in Fall 1995.  Waterproofing placed in 1995
is not effective.  Slab is 16 inches thick in most areas.

Main Spans:  No deficiencies noted except as follows:
        Span 8, Center Bay: Water dripping during rain events.
        Span 9: One full depth patch was performed in November 2015

many of the same deficiencies were observed. Many cracks had rows of stalactites.
Active dripping in these areas also led to deposition mounds or corrosion in utilities
below. In spall areas with rebar showing, sometimes up to about 50% of the bar
circumference was exposed. An estimated 20% of the ceiling was saturated and
stained.

East of the Detroit Station, the slab on the main concrete and steel spans was in
good condition. Having been replaced in a recent rehabilitation, the slab in these
areas was dry with only minimal hairline cracking. In Span 9, a full-depth The slab
There were some very isolated areas with cracks, moisture, or efflorescence in the
main steel span slab. The most notable deficiencies occurred in the stay in place
forms adjacent to the locations where the main steel arch or hangers penetrate the
deck. The east approach tunnel slab was also in very good condition with only some
small isolated cracks with efflorescence noted.
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SF.

The West Station floor slab has areas of CS 2 and CS 3 primarily beneath the south
curb line and along deficient floor joints.  CS 2 - 7342 SF, CS 3 - 832 SF.  Top of
West Station slab was extensively patch in Fall 1995.  Waterproofing placed in 1995
is not effective.  Slab is 16 inches thick in most areas.

Main Spans:  No deficiencies noted except as follows:
        Span 8, Center Bay: Water dripping during rain events.
        Span 9: One full depth patch was performed in November 2015

many of the same deficiencies were observed. Many cracks had rows of stalactites.
Active dripping in these areas also led to deposition mounds or corrosion in utilities
below. In spall areas with rebar showing, sometimes up to about 50% of the bar
circumference was exposed. An estimated 20% of the ceiling was saturated and
stained.

East of the Detroit Station, the slab on the main concrete and steel spans was in
good condition. Having been replaced in a recent rehabilitation, the slab in these
areas was dry with only minimal hairline cracking. In Span 9, a full-depth The slab
There were some very isolated areas with cracks, moisture, or efflorescence in the
main steel span slab. The most notable deficiencies occurred in the stay in place
forms adjacent to the locations where the main steel arch or hangers penetrate the
deck. The east approach tunnel slab was also in very good condition with only some
small isolated cracks with efflorescence noted.

c7.2 Edge of Floor/Slab

The edge of floor quantity applies only to the concrete bridge sections was rated.
With 18 years of service, the slab edge is still in good condition with only minor
cracks noted.

c8. Wearing Surface

The wearing surface quantity includes the four lanes of concrete wearing surface on
the bridge as well as the asphalt overlay of the West Station and tunnels.

Overall, portions of the the concrete wearing surface were repaired in 2014 and
2015.   condition with isolated spalls, patches, and plow damage.  Local sounding of
the concrete wearing surface revealed 2 to 5% of total WS area unsound.  Open
logitudinal cracks are also present in the concrete WS.  On asphalt patch is present
in Span 4, interior WB lane.  Contractor also performed one additional large WS
patch in Span 9 that revealed significant section loss of top mat rebar.
.

c9. Curb/Sidewalk/Walkway

The bridge has two walks that run its length. No walk quantities paralleling the tunnel
sections were considered. The walk concrete has local spalls and delaminations,
mostly on the north walk added in 2003..  This is primarily along the trench drain that
runs for much of its length. Some of the drain cover panels are damaged and much
of the drain is filled with sediment or vegetation. There is also plow debris
accumulating on the walk at several points along the bridge.

c10. Median

The bridge has a single median at the point where the southern eastbound lane
diverges around the steel arch superstructure. The median received a poor rating
due to the condition of the attenuator on the eastbound leading edge. As shown in
the pictures below, several of the attenuator bays show evidence of collision damage.
The visibility paint on the west end of the barrier is also nearly gone.
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The bridge has a single median at the point where the southern eastbound lane
diverges around the steel arch superstructure. The median received a poor rating
due to the condition of the attenuator on the eastbound leading edge. As shown in
the pictures below, several of the attenuator bays show evidence of collision damage.
The visibility paint on the west end of the barrier is also nearly gone.

c11. Railing

The entire length of concrete railing on the bridge was considered in this item. There
was also Type 5 railing on the north side of Span 4 protecting the bridge truss and
hangers. All concrete railing was in good condition with minor cracking, staining, and
isolated distress.

c12. Drainage

This item encompassed the entire drainage system of the bridge moving from the
deck scuppers to the outlets at the bases of the piers. During rainfall the deck had
little to no ponding. The majority of the deficiencies occurred at the drainage outlets.
Some of the downspouts or the basins into which they drained were completely
clogged. There was also one catchbasin with dislodged lid.  The south drain outlet at
pier 1 is clogged up to the downspout and is preventing drainage from the structure.

At the south side of Pier 3, the plastic downspout the lower 10 feet up is broken.

Most of the curb drains are partially clogged, but drainage is not impacted.

c13. Expansion Joint

The bridge has expansion joints within the tunnel sections, concrete spans, and main
steel arch. Expansion joints are not present in the west approach tunnels, West
Station or East Station. The concrete arches sections have expansion joints between
spans. Most joints are in good condition.  The Tower B expansion joint membrane is
torn. The armor above is in good condition, but some surrounding concrete has
occasional delaminations and spalls on both the leading and trailing edges. The joints
are nearly full of debris. There are four joints within the steel arch section. On the
deck these joints show similar concrete damage and debris accumulation with
minimal staining at the interface with the concrete spans.  There is some plow
damage.

SUPERSTRUCTURE

c15.1 Beams/Girders

This item is the concrete beams between the columns in the tunnel section.  Overall
these are in fair condition. Some were repaired during our inspection process.

c17. Stringers

This quantity only includes upper deck stringers. Normal vehicular and pedestrian
traffic is not dependent on the lower deck stringers.

c18. Floorbeams

Rating of this item includes all concrete and steel floorbeams in both the upper and
lower decks. Concrete floorbeams are supported by columns in the spans
approaching the central steel arch. Floorbeams in the steel section are supported
from hangers from the lower arch chord.

Most of the concrete floorbeams in the spans approaching the central steel span are
in good condition. Hairline cracks are common and larger cracks have been
previously repaired using epoxy injection. There are a few isolated spalls which are
already marked for repair in the current rehabilitation.
The steel floorbeams in Span 4 are in poor condition. All show severe corrosion and
section loss especially around the verticals connecting the decks. Pack rust is
common between the plates that compose the members. Through holes in the web,
flanges, and stiffeners were also noted.
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in good condition. Hairline cracks are common and larger cracks have been
previously repaired using epoxy injection. There are a few isolated spalls which are
already marked for repair in the current rehabilitation.
The steel floorbeams in Span 4 are in poor condition. All show severe corrosion and
section loss especially around the verticals connecting the decks. Pack rust is
common between the plates that compose the members. Through holes in the web,
flanges, and stiffeners were also noted.

c19. Truss Verticals

Minor corrosion on lacing bars

c20. Truss Diagonals

Minor section loss on lacing bars.

c21. Truss Upper Chord

Minor corrosion present at U12 hinge cover plate

c22. Truss Lower Chord

Minor section loss typical L0 to L3.

c23. Truss Gusset Plate

10% average section on both gusset plates, South L2.

c24. Lateral Bracing

Lateral bracing below upper deck has minor section loss.

c26. Bearing Devices

Steel Arch bearing has minor deterioration.  Steel shot bast material not removed
during the 1997 painting is present within the chambers of all bearings.  The bearing
pin covers have cracks, at all four bearing locations.  Appear to be growing at the
South West Bearing. Cracks do not affect the performance of the bearing.

c27. Arch

This item consists 5558 feet of concrete arch ribs.  (See truss items for steel arch
condition rating.)  Overall the concrete arch ribs are in fair condition with about 5%
areas with spalls.

Except Span 12, all arches have no shear reinforcement and top and bottom matt of
reinforcement is discontinuous.

Span 3 NE, NI & SE arches, Span 5 NE and SE arches: Evidence present that the
arches are cracked vertically through full section centered on the 1/4 point of he
arches.

Evidence also present that concrete patches are cracked and spalling due to
continued rebar corrosion.  Removed portions of shotcrete patches shows signs of
sufficient adhesion to original concrete.

See detailed report for additional information.

c28. Arch Column/Hanger

See c31 Pins/Hangers/Hinges for steel hangers in Span 4..

Overall the Concrete Columns are in fair condition, with the once that were replaced
with the 1994 rehab in fair condition.  Most of the deteriorated columns from the 2013
bridge inspection are were being repaired under the current construction project.
Current rehabilitation work patched only columns over public areas.
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See c31 Pins/Hangers/Hinges for steel hangers in Span 4..

Overall the Concrete Columns are in fair condition, with the once that were replaced
with the 1994 rehab in fair condition.  Most of the deteriorated columns from the 2013
bridge inspection are were being repaired under the current construction project.
Current rehabilitation work patched only columns over public areas.

c30. Protective Coating System

Above Upper Deck:  Minor paint PCS deficiencies are present, including the oxidized
top coat, are present.

At upper and lower deck levels:  PCS has been restored and is in good condition.

Below lower deck, L0 to L3 and lateral bracing connections:  Local PCS failure on
lower chord and lateral bracing connections.

c31. Pins/Hangers/Hinges

Quantity The bridge has a single pin on each side at the center of each lower steel
arch chord. From PP 5 to PP 5', the steel hangers were replaced during the 1994
Rehab and are in good condition.

Original hanger at PP4 and PP4' were not removed in 1995 since these elements
were contained steel, are redundant elements and not included in this condition
rating.

One hanger set on South Truss exhibits unequal tension.

c32. Fatigue

No fatigue distress was noted at the eyebar heads.  Lower pins with grease fitting
were greased during the 2014 inspection.

SUBSTRUCTURE

c33. Abutment Walls

The abutment wall include the tunnel walls.  Abutment wall concrete shows signs of
staining and minor cracking with some spalls.  North East Approach Tunnel Wall was
under construction during out initial inspections, with many areas of 360 degree rebar
exposure during the repair process.  These ares were repaired by the completion of
the inspection and the rating is based on the repaired walls.

Overall the Pier Columns are in fair condition.

c38. Pier Columns/Bents

Piers 1-3 and 5-12.   Minor cracking and some unsound areas where previously
patched with shotcrete.  (Note South Tower B is rated under wingwall)

Upper and lower deck pier shafts:  The Pier 5 South Upper Deck Pier Shaft was
replaced in 1995-96.  The Pier 5 South Lower Deck Pier Shaft is deeply scaled with
indications that it is deficient deep inside.

c36. Pier Walls

Arch Span Abutments and Piers 3 and 4. Minor cracks with active rebar corrosion is
present.
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Arch Span Abutments and Piers 3 and 4. Minor cracks with active rebar corrosion is
present.

c39. Backwalls

Tunnel Ends.  Minor Staining, Wet, and isolated cracking.

c40. Wingwalls

Soft concrete at southwest wingwall and cracking.  Spalls  at curtain walls typical with
no significant change.

South Tower B settlement has continued.  See crack monitor pictures in report.

c43. Slope Protection

Stone in some areas along West Side.

CHANNEL

c51. Alignment

Bridge has navigation lights, but SMS will not allow this item to be rated.  All 6
navigation lights are not working at the time of this report.

c52. Protection

Sheet Pile walls at Pier 4.  Small sink hole behind sheet pile wall.

There is no collision protection present at Pier 3.  Former sheet pile sea wall that
defined the west dock line downstream Pier 3 is partially missing, remaining section
is just visible above the water.

c53. Hydraulic Opening

Span 4 has 96-ft minimum navigation clearance.
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